
     

 

 

 

 

by Cindy Steele 

 

 

The Humming Sound of Summer! 

 

Welcome back to Puddles’ Craft Corner.  You just know it’s gonna be a scorcher 

when you hear the cicadas in the morning. They sound like 90 degrees in August; 

like sizzling, sticky heat bubbling over and down the tops of the trees around you. 

They sound like ice cream trucks, lawnmowers, kids playing in the pool, and the 

clink of ice in a glass of lemonade—cicadas stealthily singing in the backdrop as if 

they were there all along. 

 

A cicada is an insect of the order Hemiptera, suborder Auchenorrhyncha, in the 

superfamily Cicadoidea, with big 

eyes wide apart on the head and 

usually transparent, well-veined 

wings. There are approximately 

2,500 species of cicada around the 

globe. Cicadas live in warm climates 

where they are one of the most 

widely recognized of all insects, 

mainly due to their large size and 

remarkable (and often inescapable) acoustic talents. Cicadas are sometimes called 

"locusts", although they are unrelated to true locusts, which are a kind 

of grasshopper. Cicadas are actually related to leafhoppers and spittlebugs.   

 

Fun Fact - Some researchers have put cicadas at the top of the list of the loudest 

insects on the planet. 

 

https://kids.kiddle.co/Insect
https://kids.kiddle.co/Hemiptera
https://kids.kiddle.co/Locust
https://kids.kiddle.co/Grasshopper


Cicadas start their lives as eggs. Females lay 

200 to 400 eggs in tiny holes that they make in 

the branches of trees and shrubs. After six to 

10 weeks, cicada young, called nymphs, hatch 

from the eggs, and immediately fall to the 

ground. They burrow underground and attach 

to tree roots. The nymphs stay buried to suck 

tree sap from two to 17 years, depending on 

the species. When this underground life—

called the dormant period—ends, the cicadas 

emerge above ground at sunset on a hot 

summer day, climb the trunk of a nearby tree, 

and shed their skin. Now, they’re adult 

cicadas.  This is the time the male cicadas fill 

the air with shrill buzzing sounds created by 

rapidly vibrating drum-like plates on their 

abdomens. The females make clicking sounds with their wings if they like the 

song. They mate, lay their eggs, and then both male and female cicadas die after 

just about five weeks 

above ground.  The 

female makes pockets 

to hold her eggs in the 

twigs of trees. The 

pockets can hold about 

25 eggs and some 

twigs can have 20 

pockets in them.  

 

 

 

 

Scientists divide the over 2,500 cicada species into two groups: annual and 
periodical. Annual cicadas emerge from the ground at different times each 
summer. They’re usually dark with greenish markings. These insects avoid 
predators by camouflaging themselves in the trees and flying from hungry birds 
and moles. 



Only seven species of cicadas are in the other group, called periodical cicadas. 
These bugs all emerge from the ground at the same time. Called broods, these 
groups appear after a dormant period of either 13 or 17 years underground.  

That’s a long nap! 

 

Periodical cicadas live only in the central and eastern part of the United States. 
They have black backs, orange bellies, 
and red eyes. Millions—or 
even billions!—of cicadas might come 
out all at once, so these bugs aren’t 
trying to hide. They survive by having 
such a large population that predators 
couldn’t possibly eat them all at once.  
Although the emergence might sound 
scary, these bugs aren’t harmful.  They 
don’t attack people, they don’t bite or 
sting, and they don’t destroy crops. So 
just enjoy the sights and sounds! 

 

 

2021 is the year for a huge population of Brook X 

cicadas to emerge!  We probably won’t see any of 

the Brood X cicadas in the North Texas/Southern 

Oklahoma counties along the Red River.  Most of 

the cicadas in our area this year are the annual 

cicada or the 'Dog Day' cicada that is common in 

our region.  This map shows where the majority of 

the Brood X cicadas are emerging during the 

summer of 2021. 

  

Nymphs resemble wingless adults, are brown and have strong front legs well 
developed for tunneling in the soil.  Once the nymph emerges from the ground and 
crawls up a tree, the cicada sheds this body and emerges as a full-grown adult 
cicada.  

Billions of these Brood X periodical cicadas will soon 

emerge in 2021 after living 17 years underground. 

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/geography/countries/article/united-states


 

 

 

  

 

 

The body of an adult cicada is composed 

of a head, thorax & abdomen. The head 

features two antennae, two compound 

eyes, three simple eyes, a clypeus that 

connects the beak to the head (the 

clypeus looks like the grill of a combustion 

vehicle) and a small straw-like rostrum. 

The thorax features two sets of wings 

(forewings & hindwings), six sets of legs, 

spiracles for breathing, opercula covering 

the tympana ("eardrums"), and in males of 

species that have them, tymbals & tymbal covers (to produce the loud humming 

sounds).  

 

Here are some fun cicada facts: 

• Did you know that cicadas are enjoyed as tasty treats in many places around 

the world?  Females are prized for being meatier!  They are eaten stir-fried, 

deep fried, and on skewers! 

• Cicada nymphs drink sap from trees and plants using a “rostrum”.  A rostrum 

is like two straws in one.  The cicada spits saliva down one side of the straw 

to break up and dissolve roots, then it uses the other straw to suck it back up! 

• Male cicadas “sing” to attract females.  They are one of the loudest insects in 

the world.  Some sing as loudly as a power saw, which is enough to cause 

permanent hearing loss if it was right next to your ear! 

• Cicada nymphs live underground anywhere from one year to seventeen 

years.  Adult cicadas live for only about a month! 

• There are around 2,500 different species of cicadas that have been identified 

around the world! 

Cicada emerging from the 

nymph shell 

Nymph shell left on a tree  

after emergence 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Puddles’, the Blue Goose, is excited to share a fun craft about these humming 

summer visitors.  Hands-on activities are some of the best ways for kids to learn 

about something.  Hands-on activities allow children to use their senses 

while learning.  They see, touch, and move real objects to complete tasks.  This 

means that science, nature, and more are amazingly brought to life!  Children begin 

to understand the meaning behind what they are doing.   

 
There’s nothing quite like cicada season- when it seems like anything and 
everything is covered with these buzzing and clicking insects.  Luckily, you can 
make the most of it when cicadas invade, by creating fun activities to help your 
young kids learn about the insect, what they look like, and their interesting life 
cycle.  Now, let’s gather up some simple materials to create our very own summer 
cicadas! 
 

Nymph Rostrum 

Adult Rostrum 



 

 

Cicada Craft 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials 

 

1. One toilet paper roll     6.  Green Yarn 

2. Dark green acrylic paint    7.  Glue 

3. One snack baggie     8.  Paintbrush 

4. Sharpie or black permanent marker          9. Scissors                        

5. Three black chenille stems (pipe cleaners)    10. Two small black pompoms    

 

 

 

1. Gather all materials. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



2.  Paint the toilet paper roll dark green. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. While paint is drying, prepare the wings.  First, draw wings with veins on the 

baggie with the sharpie. Next, turn the baggie over and trace the wings on the 

opposite side of the baggie. Next, cut out the wings.  Finally, tie the wings 

together in the center with the green yarn and pull all four wings apart. 

 

  

 

  

  

 

   

 

 

4. Cut three black chenille stems (pipe cleaners) into three 4-inch-long pieces.  

Bend them in half and twist together to make the six legs.   

 



   

  

 

5. Cut three smaller 1-inch-long pieces of the black chenille stem (pipe cleaners) 

for the short antennae and rostrum. 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

6. Now, you have all the pieces to assembly your cicada. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7.  Glue one of the small chenille stems to the inside of the front of the cicada 

and then glue the opening closed flat with the rostrum sticking out of the 

middle. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Glue the pompoms on for the large eyes. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Glue the wings onto the back of the cicada.  It works best to put the glue on 

the yarn rather than the wings.  It will stick to the toilet paper roll better. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Put glue on the center of the legs where they are twisted together and attach 

to the bottom of the cicada with three legs on each side. 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

11. Finally, glue on the antennae. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



12. When he’s dry, take him out, set him on a bush and you can almost imagine 

you hear him singing his heart out! 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

If you would like to take this one step further and learn more about cicadas while 

reading a charming children’s book, here are some great books with beautiful 

artwork: 

  Cicadas Don’t Bug Me   by Christen M. Jeschke 

My Life as a Cicada   by M. Eigh 

Cicada Symphony   by Lisa Kobman 

Facts About the Cicada (A Picture Book for Kids)  by Lisa Strattin 

Cecily Cicada:  2021 Edition   by Kita Helmetag Murdock & Patsy Helmetag 

 

  
 

     

Puddles is so excited about our upcoming September craft. Join us next month for 

more fun!  


